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2; he or she may also be punished with the penalties mentioned in can. 1356 ¢ÃÂÂ Ã§Â 1. 1373 ¢ÃÂÂ A person who publicly incites hatred or animosity against the Apostolic See or the Ordinary because of some act of ecclesiastical office or duty, or who provokes disobedience against them, is to be punished by interdict or other just penalties. An
action to execute a penalty is extinguished by prescription if the judge¢ÃÂÂs decree of execution mentioned in can. In the same cases, if the penalty constituted is discretionary, it becomes obligatory. The same suspension equally applies if, observing can. 1361 Ã§Â 4. TITLE IV PENALTIES AND OTHER PUNISHMENTS CHAPTER I CENSURES Can.
194 Ã§Â 1 n. A judge can do the same if there is any other circumstance present which would reduce the gravity of the offence. 834 - 848) BOOK V. Ã§Â 4. 1336 Ã§ÂÃ§Â 2-4 may be added. TITLE VI OFFENCES AGAINST HUMAN LIFE, DIGNITY AND LIBERTY Can. One who throws away the consecrated species or, for a sacrilegious purpose, takes
them away or keeps them, incurs a latae sententiae excommunication reserved to the Apostolic See; a cleric, moreover, may be punished with some other penalty, not excluding dismissal from the clerical state. 1, an action arising from any of the offences mentioned in cann. 1096, in Exegetical Commentary on the Code of Canon Law. 1357 ¢ÃÂÂ Ã§Â
1. 1608. 1363 ¢ÃÂÂ Ã§Â 1. A person who does not obey the lawful command or prohibition of the Apostolic See or the Ordinary or Superior and, after being warned, persists in disobedience, is to be punished, according to the gravity of the case, with a censure or deprivation of office or with other penalties mentioned in can. A thesis submitted to the
Faculty of Canon Law. A person who, through culpable negligence, unlawfully and with harm to another or scandal, performs or omits an act of ecclesiastical power or office or function, is to be punished according to the provision of can. What the law or decree says of a judge in regard to the imposition or Â §‚ ‚â ã € ¢ 1131 * * * * Owww Let talleal
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by an extra-judicial decree, it can also impose the expiatory penalties it considers necessary to restore justice or repair scandal. A general remission, however, removes all penalties, except those which in the petition the offender concealed in bad faith. Perpetual penalties cannot be imposed or declared by means of a decree; nor can penalties which
the law or precept establishing them forbids to be applied by decree. A law or precept may however define the interdict in such a way that the offender is prohibited only from certain particular actions mentioned in can. Prescription, unless provided otherwise in a law, runs from the day the offence was committed or, if the offence was enduring or
habitual, from the day it ceased. When the offender has been summoned in accordance with can. 1384, pretends to administer a sacrament is to be punished with a just penalty. A person who calumniously denounces some other offence to an ecclesiastical Superior, or otherwise unlawfully injures the good name of another, is to be punished according
to the provision of can. A censure cannot validly be imposed unless the offender has beforehand received at least one warning to purge the contempt, and has been allowed suitable time to do so. 1336 Ã§ÂÃ§Â 2-4; likewise, the person who accepts such gifts or promises is to be punished according to the gravity of the offence, not excluding by
deprivation of office, without prejudice to the obligation of repairing the harm. The petition for remission or the remission itself is not to be made public, except in so far as this would either be useful for the protection of the good name of the offender, or be necessary to repair scandal. 919 1 of the Johanno-Pauline Code of Canon Law: A person who is
to receive. 1317, can also: 1Ã°Â reinforce with a fitting penalty a law issued by a higher authority, observing the limits of his competence in respect of territory or persons; 2Ã°Â add other penalties to established by a certain crime in a universal law; 3 ° Determine or make a mandatory fine that a universal law establishes as indeterminate or
discretionary. If a person is really necessary because he has been fired from the administrative state, the ordinary must provide in the best possible way, but not by the conference of an office, ministry or function. Edited by Angel Marcha, Jorge Miras Y.J. Beal, et al, Eds, new comments on the Canon law. That is at the head of a church must safeguard
and promote the good of the community itself and from each of the faithful of Christ, through pastoral charity, example of life, advice and exhortations and, if it is necessary, also through the imposition or declaration of sanctions, in accordance with the provisions of the law, which must always be applied with canyanical equity and take into account
the restoration of justice, the reform of the offender and the repair of the scandal. 1374: A person who joins an association that traces against the Church must be punished with a fair penalty; Who promotes or assumes the position in such association is to be punished with an interdiction. However, if the scarce or other damage or serious danger has
resulted, the perpetrator, although to give up spontaneously, can be punished for a fair penalty, but of a type smaller than the one determined for the complete crime. 1723, or informed of the way proportionate to the can. A person who, apart from the cases mentioned in `â§ 1-4 and in can. Tyulum I saw the remission of sanctions and the prescription
of actions can. 1397? 1390? The cups are not expressly mentioned in the law, if the sentence sanctions were constituted a a o senoicnas samsim sal a sotejus n¡Ãtse sorto sol ogeul ,lapicnirp etneucniled le the same or a lesser gravity. Exegetical Commentary of the Code of Canon Law.May 2, 2013. Remission must not be granted until, in the prudent
judgement of the Ordinary, the offender has repaired any harm caused. 1336 Ã§ÂÃ§Â 2-4: 1Ã°Â those who hinder the freedom of the ministry or the exercise of ecclesiastical power, or the lawful use of sacred things or ecclesiastical goods, or who intimidate one who has exercised ecclesiastical power or ministry; 2Ã°Â those who hinder the freedom of
an election or intimidate an elector or one who is elected. 1385 ¢ÃÂÂ A priest who in confession, or on the occasion or under the pretext of confession, solicits a penitent to commit a sin against the sixth commandment of the Decalogue, is to be punished, according to the gravity of the offence, with suspension, prohibitions and deprivations; in the
more serious cases he is to be dismissed from the clerical state. In the case of the homicide of one of those persons mentioned in can. In the meantime, the confessor is to impose an appropriate penance and, to the extent demanded, to require reparation of scandal and harm. Use is also made of penal remedies and penances, referred to in cann. If,
after warning, he has not reformed or continues to give scandal, he must be progressively punished by deprivations, or even by dismissal from the clerical state. 6, are unlawful; 3Ã°Â is prohibited from benefiting from privileges already granted; 4Ã°Â does not acquire any remuneration held in virtue of a merely ecclesiastical title; 5Ã°Â is legally
incapable of acquiring offices, duties, ministries, functions, rights, privileges or honorific titles. informed the clergy of the most important features of the new Code of Canon Law. TITLE II OFFENCES AGAINST CHURCH AUTHORITIES AND THE EXERCISE OF DUTIES Can. 1359 ¢ÃÂÂ If one is bound by a number of penalties, a remission is valid only
for those penalties expressed in it. 1358 Ã§Â 1. Ã§Â 5. 1323 nn. exegetical commentary on the code of canon law Canon Law Some Seitlanep Seitlanep Types treated. 1319? Both a person who tries to confer a sacred order to a woman, and the woman who tries to receive the sacred order, incur an excommunication can sentence reserved for the
aposthetic headquarters; A client, in addition, can be punished for dismissal of the clerical state. However, once the contempt has been purged, the remission cannot be rejected, without prejudice to the provision of Can. A client that tries marriage, although only civilly, incurs a suspension of Latae Sententiae, without prejudice to the dispositions of
the can. Synopsis and comments, Canon Law Studies 124 Washington DC: Catholic University. 1399, in addition to the cases prescribed in this or other laws, the external violation of the divine or canineic law can be punished, and with a fair penalty, only when the special gravity of the violation requires and the need for prevented The scanning them.
or repaired. 976 have sent a censorship imposed or declared or a reserved for the Holy See. 1368: A person must be punished with a fair sanction that, in a public event or assembly, or in a published deed, or through the use of the means of social communication, pronounces blasphemy or seriously the public morality, or the rails or excites hate or
contempt for religion or church. Apart from others that the law may establish, those listed in `â§ â§ 2-5. A client must be punished with the deprivation of the position and with other fair sanctions, which do not exclude, where the case requires it, dismissal from the administrative state, if it: 1 ° commit a crime against the sixth commandment of the
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nitnem seitlanep eht htiw dehb ,ygolonhcet revetahw yb dna nnam revetaahw by ,Stibihxe ,sniater ,Seruqca yllarommi â£ ;detalumum Ro laer rehpalgorp , Etorp Lauqe the the law the law or precept, or by trial or decree by which the penalty is imposed. TALE III Those who are subject to criminal sanctions can. A person who violates the obligations
imposed by a penalty is to be punished with the sanctions mentioned in Can. 1335 ã ¢ â§ 2 must be observed regarding the prohibitions mentioned in the can. 1312? Exquiatory sanctions can affect the offender forever or by a specific or indeterminate perpet. There can be no deprivation of the power of order, but only a prohibition against the exercise
of the same or some of its actions; Nor can there be a deprivation of academic titles. When there has been an external violation, imputability is presumed, unless otherwise it seems. The person who received the Order is IPSO FACTOSEDED of the order received. A cluster that has been offended in other ways against the sixth commandment of the
decade, if the crime was committed in a public, must be punished with only sanctions, not exclude the dismissal of the clerical state if the case justifies it. Without prejudice to the provisions of CA. 1396: A person who seriously violates the obligation of residence to which he is bound by an ecclesiastical office is to be punished with a fair sanction,
without excluding, after a warning, the deprivation of the office. 1381: One that is guilty of prohibited participation in religious rites must be punished with a fair penalty. Nell'istanza Rivolta al Pontefice Scrivono: ã ¢ â «Opus sanduum; sed quo plus care haset, eo magis est so much pontifical dignum â ” Ordinary of that place, unless a house
established for penance or rehabilitation of cloges is questioned, including extra-diocesans. In addition, a law or a ed ed redop le sorto a ragroto edeup n©Ãibmat n³Ãicazilanep anu ecelbatse euq 2 and 1326 Ã§Â 1 n. 1342 ¢ÃÂÂ Ã§Â 1. Http:graduatestudies.cua.eduresdocsMasters-Handbook.pdf. 1-4, or from certain other particular rights. 1338 ¢ÃÂÂ
Ã§Â 1. V: De Consilio Pastorali in Exegetical Commentary on the Code of Canon Law.amoveri. Without prejudice to the provisions of Ã§ÂÃ§Â 1 and 2, any person who by means of any technical device makes a recording of what is said by the priest or by the penitent in a sacramental confession, either real or simulated, or who divulges it through the
means of social communication, is to be punished according to the gravity of the offence, not excluding, in the case of a cleric, by dismissal from the clerical state. A prohibition: 1Ã°Â against residing in a certain place or territory; 2Ã°Â against exercising, everywhere or inside or outside a specified place or territory, all or some offices, duties,
ministries or functions, or only certain tasks attaching to offices or duties; 3Ã°Â against performing all or some acts of the power of order; 4Ã°Â against performing all or some acts of the power of governance; 5Ã°Â against exercising any right or privilege or using insignia or titles; 6Ã°Â against enjoying an active or passive voice in canonical elections
or taking part with a right to vote in ecclesial councils or colleges; 7Ã°Â against wearing ecclesiastical or religious dress. Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! CODE OF CANON LAW TABLE OF CONTENTS INTRODUCTION BOOK I. Likewise, circumstances may be determined in a precept which excuse from, attenuate or aggravate the
penalty constituted in the precept. Foreign.Recent Ecclesiastical Legislation and the Code of Canon Law, Studia. THE TEACHING FUNCTION OF THE CHURCH (747 - 755) BOOK IV. The fact that there has been a warning or a correction must always be proven, at least from some document to be kept in the secret archive of the curia Ã§Â 4. The
unlawful retention of an office after being deprived of it, or ceasing from it, is equivalent to usurpation. The same duty of recourse, eht eht The danger has ceased, links those who according to Can. The same applies, with the necessary adjustments, if the penalty was imposed by an extrajudicial decree. Criminal remedies and penances can, in any
case, what is applied by a decree. 983 â§ 2, who violate the secret are being punished with a fair penalty, without excluding excommunication. 1383: A person who illegally trafficking in mass offers must be punished with censorship or with the sanctions mentioned in the can. Yes, after the matter has been considered very careful, a criminal precept
must be imposed, which is established in Cann. 1317: Sanctions must be established only to the extent that they are really necessary for the best maintenance of ecclesiastical discipline. A client or religious that is involved in commerce or businesses contrary to the provisions of the cages must be punished with the sanctions mentioned in the can. The
slander must also be forced to make the appropriate modifications. Intã © rpretes, and the others mentioned in Can. 1336 ã ¢ â§ 3. The school of faith is a public association of the faithful. If the crimes treated in this fee are involved, in serious cases the guilty client must be dismissed from the administrative state. To the extent that precepts can be
imposed under the power of governance in the external forum in accordance with the Cann provisions. Canon Law Professor at the Washington Catholic University, D. 1317 and 1318. Or something for your own benefit, it must be punished with an appropriate monetary fine or with other sanctions, not excluding deprivation of the office, without
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otiled stimulated or nourished. 1349, if a sanction is undetermined, and if the law does not provide otherwise, the judge to determine the sanctions is to choose those that are proportional to the cause caused and the severity of the damage; However, he should not impose serious sanctions, unless the severity of the case really demands it. One in
which in a crime he did something or did not do something, but then, involuntarily, he did not complete the crime, he is not obliged by the prescribed penalty for the crime completed, unless the law or a precept provides otherwise. A bishop who, contrary to the provision of Can. 1398 ã ¢ â‚¬ - ã ¢ â§ 1. 1348, and can also impose a penance. 1365: A
person who, apart from the case mentioned in the Canon 1364 â§ 1, taught a doctrine condemned by the Roman Pontide, or by an ecumatic advice, or stubbornly rejects the teaching mentioned in Canon 750 ¢ ¢ Â§ 2 or Canon 752 and, when the see aposthetic or the ordinary is noticed, it is not retracted, it must be punished with a censorship and
deprivation of the position; to these sanctions in which others are mentioned. 1360: The remission of an extorted penalty by force or serious fear or deceit is not vian by virtue of the law itself. 1345: Each time the offender only had an imperfect use of reason, or committed the crime for serious necessity or fear or in the heat of the passion or, without
prejudice to the provision of the can. 1394? The Book of the People of God III. A client that by force, threats or abuse of his authority commits a crime against the sixth commandment of the decade or forces someone to perform or undergo sexual acts is to be punished with the same penalty as in ã ¢ Â§ 2. changed after a crime has been committed,
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established in a precept not issued by seeing aposthetic, it can be sent by the following: 1 ° The author of the precept; 2 ° The ordinary that initiated the judicial procedures to impose or declare the sanction, or that by a decree, either personally or through another, imposed or declared it; 3 ° The ordinary of the place where the offender really is.
1371? Translation into the English of the Canon Law, Latin Edicion: New English. 1352? of law Canon Haradter Cic, even if if not in a totally suitable. 1324 ã ¢ â‚¬ - ã ¢ â§ 1. C.J. Beal, et al, Eds, new comment on the canon law. The atoned sanctions listed in Can. No one can be punished unless the commission for him or she of an external violation of a
law or precept is seriously attributable for malice or guilt. The remission of censorship cannot be granted, except for a criminal whose contempt has been purged according to Can. 1-4. Combalã £ a, Zoila, in IV1 exegeical comment on the code. 1378? These permit must be taken into account from the day when the conviction trial became an issue
awarded. 1372: The following must be punished according to the provision of CAN. Cicognani, Canon Law in 647 ã £ - RSy, in CLSA COMM. To this, other sanctions can be added progressively if after a warning persists in the crime, until can be fired from the administrative state. 1335? for some outstanding and malicious crimes that can be more
serious by the scarce or such that they cannot be effectively punished by the sanctions of Ferendae Sententiae; However, censures, especially excommunication, should not be established, except with the greatest moderation, and only for crimes of special gravity. 1337 ã ¢ âgn A person must be punished, according to the seriousness of the
seriousness of the severity of the severity of offense gravity, with the sanctions mentioned in Can. It is possible that he does not impose sanctions that are perpetual. 1382 ã ¢ â‚¬ - ã ¢ â§ 1. If a censorship for N in danger of death. 1351: A penalty unites a criminal everywhere, even when the right of those who established, imposed or declared that it
has ceased, unless it is expressly provided. 1395 ã ¢ â§ 3 must be punished in accordance with the provision of CAN. 1323 and 1324. The provision of Can. In addition to those who are listed in Cann. The prohibition never affects: 1 ° No office or government power that is not under the control of the superior that establishes the penalty; 2 ° A right of
residence that the offender may have under the position; 3 ° The right to administer goods that may belong to an office held by the suspended person, if the fine is Latae Sententiae. 1314: A fine is normally Ferendae Sententiae, that is, not binding on the offender until he has imposed. SANCTIONS IN THE CHURCH BOOK VII PROCESSES
_________________________________________________________________________ Apostically issued 'Motu Proprio' of Concordia Inter Codes modifying some rules of the Canon Canon Card of Canon de Canon Law (May 31, 2016) [Italian, [Italian, EspaÃ±ol] Sacrae Disciplinae Leges (January 25, 1983) [English, German, Italian, portuguÃn, ³Ã©, espaÃ±ol] To
the members of the Plenary Assembly of the Pontifical Commission for the ³ Review of the Code ³ of Law CanÃ ³ nico (October 29, 1981) [Italiano, LatÃn, PortuguÃ©, EspaÃ±ol] Allo one with the quale Giovanni XXIII announces l'aggiornamento del Codice di diritto canonico (January 25, 1959)[Italian] Cum Iuris Canonici (September 15, 1917)
[Italiano, latÃn] Providentissima Mater (May 27, 1917) [Italian] Arduum sane munus (April 14, 1904) [LatÃn] During the Vatican I Council, 33 Veil vi chiedono a Pio IX di procedere alla redazione del Codice di diritto canonico. 1398Â§ 1, which is extinct after twenty years; 3Â° offenses not punishable by universal law, where a particular law has
prescribed a different period of limitation³ n. If a penalty ³ the receipt of the sacraments or sacramentals, the prohibition is ³ suspended while the offender is in danger of death. If a long-standing contempt or the seriousness of the escÃondalo warrants it, other penalties may be added, not excluding dismissal from the clerical state. A person who uses
physical force against a clergyman or religious or other of Christ,  Â  faithful for contempt of the faith, or of the Church, or of ecclesiastical authority or ministry, shall be punished with a just penalty. 1.1, unless extraordinary circumstances make this impossible. Anyone who usurps an ecclesiastical office is punished with a just penalty. The ³ penalties
listed as prohibitions in the Act may apply. If the ApostÃ ³ lica Headquarters has reserved the remission ³ a penalty to itself or to third parties, the reservation must be interpreted strictly. CHAPTER  TITLE II SCAPEGOATING SANCTIONS May. 1326Â§ 3, to determine the matter according to his own conscience and prudence, and in accordance with
what the restoration ³ justice, the reform of the offender and the reparation ³ the scandal require; in such Penalization or in place imposes a penance. 1336. A remission can even be granted even to a person who is not present or conditionally. 1331 ã ¢ â§ 1 nn. When someone is on an immediate occasion of committing a crime or when, after an
investigation, there is a serious suspicion that a crime has been committed, the ordinary personally or through the other can give warning to that person. Edited by Angel Marcha, Jorge Miras and. The Canon Law: Letter Espãritu: A practical guide of the Canon law. 1720 n. 2. 1350? 1344, although the law can use mandatory words, the judge may, in
accordance with his own conscience and prudence: 1 A too hurried punishment of the offender, unless there is an urgent need to repair the scarce; 2 ° refrains from imposing penalty or replacing a mild penalty or a penance, if the offender has regretted, in addition to having repaired any scar or will previously be punished by the civil authority; 3 ° °
can suspend the obligation to observe an atoning penalty, if the person is a first criminal after a life without guilt so far, and there is no urgent need to repair the scarce; However, this must be done in such a way that if the person commits a crime again within a time established by the judge, then that person must pay the fine for both crimes, unless,
in the meantime, the time for the prescription of a criminal action regarding the previous crime has expired. It is said that the oﬀender purgose the contempt if he has really regretted crime and has made an adequate repair for him y el daÃ±o, o al menos promtiÃ3 seriously hacerlo. 1329 Ã¢ âẫ¬ – Ã¢Â§ 1. 1096, in exegetical comments on Canon
Law.amazon.com Code: Law.amazon.com: Commentary to the Cyanic Law of the Eighth Volume 9â 781â 890â 177â 331: MARTÍN DE AZPILCUETA, ANGEL MARCHA, JORGE MIRAS.AMOVERI. 1721 â§ 1, the prescription of criminal action is suspended by three years; After this period or interrupted the suspension due to the cessation of the criminal
process, the deadline runs again and is in the term of a prescription that has already expired. Tulo V the application of penalties can. Three Linguae Sacrae in Early Irish Bible Exegesis PDF. 1355 â§ 1. 1370, the offender is punished with the sentences prescribed there and also in the â§ 3 of this canon. 1347 â§ 2. 1313 â§ 1. â ¡¡Decargar! DIRECTED
DIRECTED! Do you want more? Â§3. When imposing sanctions on a client, except in case of dismissal of the clerical state, you should always take care that what is necessary for the worthy sustenance of it is not lacking. 1-4 It must be suppressed, either the lithistic action is suspended, unless there is a serious reason to the contrary; 2 ° Invasted any
act of government that, according to â§ 1 n. The criminal sanctions in the Church are: 1 ° SANCTIONS OR MEDICINAL CENSURES, which are listed in the CC. Provided that it is not reserved for the aposthetic headquarters, a penalty established by the law that is Ferendae Sententiae and that has been imposed, or Latae Sententiae and declared, can
be sent by: 1 ° ° The ordinary that has initiated the judicial procedure to impose or declare the penalty, or that by decree, personally or through another, he has imposed or declared; 2 ° The ordinary of the place where the offender is located, after consulting the ordinary one mentioned in the n. 1315 â§ 1. Tulo VII General Standard Can. The standard
established for censures in the CAN. 1333 â§ 1. â§ 6. 1369 â§ Who profane a sacred object, furniture or property, must be punished with a fair penalty. Who, affirming or promising something before an ecclesiastical authority, commits perjury, will be punished with a fair penalty 1377 Â§ 1. 1364 Â§ 1. 694 Â§ 1 n. III1, eds.Exegetical commentary on
editing and saving pdf online the Code of Canon Law 8 Volume Set Tapa dura. 1323-1326. eb libro real volume 3 pdf En 38-39 Otaduy, en EXEGÄTICO.Exegetical Commentary on the Code of Canon Law. They will be punished with the punishments mentioned in can. Exegetical commentary on the Code of Canon Law, elaborated under the.Previously
the administration of ecclesiastical goods of the Syro-Malabar Church was. Spanish translation: Chapters, in Exegetical Commentary on the Code of Canon Law, Annotated Code of Canon Law, and the Exegetical Commentary on the Code of Canon Law. Provided that there are just reasons for not resorting to judicial proceedings, a penalty can be
imposed or declared by an extrajudicial decree, observing can. 1720, especially with regard to the right of defense and the moral certainty of the person who issues the decree, according to the prescript of can. 1346 Â§1. 1386 Â§1. 2; 2nd person who is found to have been otherwise grossly negligent in the administration of ecclesiastical goods. A
person who fails to comply with the duty to execute an enforceable sentence shall be punished with a just penalty, not excluding censorship. Provided that it is not reserved to the Apostolic See, a penalty established by law, latae sententiae and not yet declared, may be forgiven by: 1. the Ordinary in respect of his subjects; 2. the Ordinary of the place
also in respect of those who are in its territory or who have committed the offence in its territory; 3rd any Bishop, but only in the course of sacramental confession. Before remission is granted, the author of the precept or the person who imposed or declared the penalty must be consulted, unless extraordinary circumstances prevent it.398-417
subtitle IV The Personal Prelatures, at Exegetical, have informed the clergy of the most important aspects of the new Code of Canã³nic. Canã³nic. Those who habitually lack the use of reason, even though they appeared sane when they violated a law or precept, are deemed incapable of committing an offence. Without prejudice to the provisions of
cann. Nevertheless, whenever the offender has committed a number of offences and the sum of penalties which should be imposed seems excessive, it is left to the prudent decision of the judge to moderate the penalties in an equitable fashion, and to place the offender under vigilance. THE TEMPORAL GOODS OF THE CHURCH BOOK VI. exegetical
commentary on the code of canon law pdf Prepared by the Faculty of Canon Law. In a law or a precept it may be prescribed that, after a judgement or decree which impose or declare the penalty, a suspended person cannot validly perform acts of governance. A person who deliberately administers a sacrament to those who are prohibited from
receiving it is to be punished with suspension, to which other penalties mentioned in can. If a ferendae sententiae excommunication has been imposed or a latae sententiae excommunication declared, the offender: 1Ã°Â proposing to act in defiance of the provision of Ã§Â 1 nn. Ã§Â 3. Studia Canonica 39 2005 147-180, searchable PDF on-line here.
1336 Ã§ÂÃ§Â 2-4. 2-4.
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